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WARNINGS Read Before Using Your Sega Dreamcast Video Game System

CAUTION
Anyone who uses the Sega Dreamcast should read the operating manual for the software and console before operating them. A responsible

adult should read these manuals together with any minors who will use the Sega Dreamcast before the minor uses it.

HEALTH AND EPILEPSY WARNING
Some small number of people are susceptible to epileptic seizures or loss of consciousness when exposed to certain flashing lights or

light patterns that they encounter in everyday life, such as those in certain television images or video games. These seizures or loss of

consciousness may occur even if the person has never had an epileptic seizure.

If you or anyone in your family has ever had symptoms related to epilepsy when exposed to flashing lights, consult your doctor prior to using

Sega Dreamcast.

In all cases, parents should monitor the use of video games by their children. If any player experiences dizziness, blurred vision, eye or

muscle twitches, loss of consciousness, disorientation, any involuntary movement or convulsion, IMMEDIATELY DISCONTINUE USE AND
CONSULT YOUR DOCTOR BEFORE RESUMING PLAY.

To reduce the possibility of such symptoms, the operator must follow these safety precautions at all times when using Sega Dreamcast:

• Sit a minimum of 6.5 feet away from the television screen. This should be as far as the length of the controller cable.

• Do not play if you are tired or have not had much sleep.

• Make sure that the room in which you are playing has all the lights on and is well lit.

• Stop playing video games for at least ten to twenty minutes per hour. This will rest your eyes, neck, arms and fingers so that you can

continue comfortably playing the game in the future.

OPERATING PRECAUTIONS
To prevent personal injury, property damage or malfunction:

• Before removing disc, be sure it has stopped spinning.

• The Sega Dreamcast GD-ROM disc is intended for use exclusively on the Sega Dreamcast video game system. Do not use this disc in

anything other than a Sega Dreamcast console, especially not in a CD player.

• Do not allow fingerprints or dirt on either side of the disc.

• Avoid bending the disc. Do not touch, smudge or scratch its surface.

• Do not modify or enlarge the center hole of the disc or use a disc that is cracked, modified or repaired with adhesive tape.

• Do not write on or apply anything to either side of the disc.

• Store the disc in its original case and do not expose it to high temperature and humidity.

• Do not leave the disc in direct sunlight or near a radiator or other source of heat.

• Use lens cleaner and a soft dry cloth to clean disc, wiping gently from the center to the edge. Never use chemicals such as benzene and

paint thinner to clean disc.

PROJECTION TELEVISION WARNING
Still pictures or images may cause permanent picture tube damage or mark the phosphor of the CRT. Avoid repeated or extended use of

video games on large-screen projection televisions.

SEGA DREAMCAST VIDEO GAME USE
This GD-ROM can only be used with the Sega Dreamcast video game system. Do not attempt to play this GD-ROM on any other CD player;

doing so may damage the headphones and/or speakers. This game is licensed for home play on the Sega Dreamcast video game system

only. Unauthorized copying, reproduction, rental, public performance of this game is a violation of applicable laws. The characters and

events portrayed in this game are purely fictional. Any similarity to other persons, living or dead, is purely coincidental.
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SEGA DREAMCAST HARDWARE UNIT

Control Ports ' ' ' ^

Use these ports to connect the Sega Dreamcast Controller or other peripheral equipment.

From left to right are Control Port A, Control Port B, Control Port C, and Control Port D.

Use each port to connect controllers for players 1 to 4 respectively.

5nD-Cro55 Champianship Racing"^" is a £-player game. Befare

turning the 5ega Dreamcast power BN, connect the controller

or other peripheral eguipment into the control ports of the

Sega Dreamcast.

To return to the title screen at any point during game play,

simultaneously press and hold the A. B. X. Y, and Start

buttons. This will cause the Sega Dreamcast to soft-reset the

software.

4

Getting Started
Set up your console as described in its instruction manual.
Dpen the Disc cover and insert the Sno-Cross Championship
Racing disc.

If you wish to load or save information during play, insert a VMU
with at least IB blocks free in Controller 1. See the "Dptions"

section [on page 19] for more details.

SEGA DREAMCAST VISUAL MEMORY UNIT (VMU)

'•p

—

When saving a game file, never turn DFF the Sega Dreamcast
power, remove the memory card or disconnect the controller.

To exit the game during gameplay. first press the Start

Button to pause the game, then select “DUIT TD MAIN MENU”
and then, “YES”.

5



Default: Canfrals

SEGA DREAMCAST CONTROLLER

X Button

Y Button

B Button

A Button

Forward View

Left Trigger

(Trigger L)

Expansion Slot 2

The game controls are all set to their default settings.

To change the controi settings, see the Options Menu
[on page 19].

Piagers can choose between four different camera angles:

Behind Rider Near. Behind Rider distant, in the 5ied With

Handle Bars, and In the Sled without Handle Bars. You mag
toggle between the four views at ang time bg pressing

the Y Button.
B

Sna-Crass Racing
Welcome to Sno-Cross Championship Racingl Join extreme sled

racers from three different leagues as they travel to such
world destinations as; Nagano, Japan, the world class slopes

of Aspen, Colorado, and even the Russian naval ship gravegard

of Murmansk. Russia.

Seven racing locations have been cleverly recreated to offer

riders exciting venues for nail-biting action. Try out new tracks,

turns and tricks in different weather conditions and during

different times of the day for added excitement.

The game features twelve Yamaha sleds that are modeled
from secret CAB drawings created by Yamaha’s Research
& Bevelopment division in Tokyo, Japan. Together we have
recreated the real speed and physics to emulate dangerous
and thrilling sled racing actioni

Begin your racing career driving light SBBcc models. Eventually,

after winning a few championships, you can work your way up
through the World Tour all the way to the extremely fast

Professional league ZBBcc sleds. As you progress through
these challenging tournaments, you will unlock hidden sleds

and track locations.

7



As you wnuld expect, sleds can incur tremendous amounts
f damage during competition. Upgrade or repair sled parts in

the Sno-Cross Championship Racing garage. Choose the best
possible equipment for each race and customize your sled like

the prosl

Use the Track Editor to make, save, or load new tracks. This

option provides unlimited racing challenges. Custom tracks can
be saved on your VMU and used for single and two
player races.

a

Game IVIenu

Press the A Button to select highlighted options in the
various menu screens. Use the B-Button to scroll and change
options. Press the B Button to return to the previous menu.

You may choose the game mode you want to play.

The available modes are:

• Championship
• Single Race
• Time Trial

• Track Editor

Championship
Championships are single plager races that consist of
competitions at different racing locations throughout the
world. In order to continue in the championship, racers must
place 3rd or better in each race of the series. Bering the cham-
pionship, sled parts and upgrades [see The Barage on page 13]

will be available for sale. Plagers earn money based on their

race performance and tricks. You can use your money for

repairs and upgrades to your sled.

g



There are three different championship contests; 5DDcc,

BDDcc and ZDDcc. Winning each competition uniocks new sieds

and tracks! In order to proceed to either the BDDcc
or 70Bcc ievels, you must piace first overail in each
championship.

Single Race
Race on any available track with 1 or 2 players. Three

computer controlled opponents race against you in Single

Player mode. Two-Piayer mode allows two people to compete
against each other on a split-screen.

Time Trial

Race against the clock in Single Player mode on any available

track. Your best times will be saved to your VMU. There will be

no opponents racing against you.

ID

Sled Selection IVIenu

Initially, there are four SBBcc Class sleds to choose from, each
with different configurations. Once you have chosen a sled,

enter your initials [up to three characters in length]. In two-
player mode, both players may select the same sled.

BBBcc Class sleds are only accessible once the BBBcc Class
championship has been successfully completed. Cikewise. the
/cc Class sleds are only accessible once tbe BBBcc Class
cbampionship bas been successfully completed.

Make sure to take a good look at the different configurations
of each sled. The decision between engine performance and
weight could prove crucial for the outcome of a race!

These are the different characteristics of the sleds

:

• Bisp./CC

• Number of cylinders

• Cooling system
• Exhaust
• Front suspension
• 5ki type
• Rear suspension
• Weight

11



Far more information about Each part of the Racing sleciB

plEBBE rsfEr to page 13, the Barage.

Track Selectian
Choose gour preferred race track. More tracks will became
available as you progress through the game.

A weather icon and track map will be shown to aid your

selectian. As with the accessible tracks, more weather types

and track conditions will become available as you

successfully progress through the game.

When playing in championship mode, you must aiso choose a

difficulty setting of BBDcc Class [easiest], BDDcc Class or

/cc Class [hardest]. More challenging difficulty settings wili

include harsher weather conditions and night races with

limited sight. Also, computer opponents will become more and

more skilled as you progress in Bno-Cross Championship

Racing.

BDDcc Class is only accessible once the BDDcc Class

championship has been compieted.

7DDcc Class is only accessible once the BDDcc Class

championship has been completed.

The Garage
In championship mode and before each visit to a track, you are
given the opportunity to change the set up of your sled. You
may change caterpillar track, engine, front suspension, back
suspension, and skis if you have the money to either buy or
repair them.

Caterpillar Track
Choose a caterpillar track according to the track surface you
will be racing on. This wiii give you better acceleration and grip.

Engine
The stronger the engine, the higher performance you gain in

speed and acceleration of the sled. However, note that high
performance engines tend to be heavier than standard
engines. This couid cause your sled to sink deeper into the
snow, making it harder to steer.

13



Front: & Back Suspension
When chDDSing among Buspension optionE, consider that

harder EUEpension means better grip on a flatter,

tarmac-based or hard-packed snow-covered track. This

happens becaose the sled spends more time in contact with

the ground, resulting in more engine power usage. The

downside of choosing hard suspension is that ang impact

from heavy landings has tn be absorbed by the player. Soft

suspension, on tbe other hand, absorbs impact and

gives increased control but makes the sled Jumpier. This

results in less efficiency for the engine, thus lowering the

acceleration and overall speed.

5kis
Sled skis are as important as the wheels on a racing car. A
low grip ski is good to use in deep snow since the ski sinks

through the soft snow and maintains good grip. A high grip

ski is very useful on ice. tarmac and hard packed snow, but

decreases sled speed.

14

On Screen Display
When playing the game, the following information is displayed:

Time:
Shows the time elapsed since the start of the race.

Total Lap Time:

Total time for each completed lap is displayed beneath the

Time meter.

Position:

Your position in the race, ranging from Ist to 4th.

Sied States Indicator:

Shows damage to different parts of your sled. The sled

drawing corresponds to the parts that can be repaired or

upgraded in the Barage [page 13],

Lap:

Shows your current lap number [see Bptions section on page

19 to see how you alter the number of laps].

15



Speed:
Shows the current speed in km/h [kilometers per hour].

Opponent Proximity Arrows:
These fade in and out depending on how ciose your
opponents are. Arrows disappear when opponents are ahead
of you.

Trick Techniques
Press and hold the trick button A Button while entering the
trick combination on the controller [see Trick List on page 17].

nee you reiease the A Button, the rider wili perform the trick.

If BBLB is included in the trick combination, the trick button
should not be released until the trick is finished. The rider wiil

perform the trick as long as the trick button is held down.
Tricks with [J] in the description can only be made
during a Jump. The button combination must be finished and
the trick button released before the trick can be executed.

IB

Trick List

IMame Buttan[5] Award

Beat spank: LEFT $1B

5now surf: UP, BBWN, HBLB $1B

Fist [J]: UP $BB
No hands [J]: BBWN $BB
Bands behind head [J]: RIBBT, HBLB $3B
Legs up [J]: UP, UP $3B
Beat stand [J]: LEFT. BBWN $3B
Heel to heei [J]: LEFT, LEFT $4B
Air kick [J]: LEFT. UP $4B
Want me [J]: BBWN, LEFT $4B
Reiax [J] UP, RIBBT, HBLB $5B

The money earned on each trick is also doubled in each

championship. For example, the "Fist” trick gives you $elB in

the BBBcc championship. $40 in the BBBcc championship and

$BB in the 7BBcc championship.

17



Track Editor
ThE Track Editor allows players to create their own
racing tracks. These tracks can he saved onto the VMU
and started from the main track menu. Choose Custom
Track when seiecting tracks for single and two-player races.

The Track Editor is divided into two parts, the Track
Piece section and the Track Edit section. The Track
Piece section contains different track pieces you can use
when building a track in the
Track Edit Section.Toggie

between the two by pressing

the B Button. Use the
Birectional Button to navigate

around the screen. Press the
A Button to either choose a
track piece when in the
Track Piece section or to

attach a track piece to the map in the Track Edit section. When
in the Track Edit section, you can rotate each track piece by
pressing the X Button. All tracks must be closed circuits in

order to be viable. Be sure to use the green arrow piece at
the beginning of the track. This is the game start piece

and must be used to connect the beginning and end of the
track. Your racer wili initially appear and begin the race where
this arrow piece is placed.

IB

ptians

Credits

Meet the UB5 and Crave Entertainment team members.

Cantraller ptians
There are three different Controller Bptions available.

Sound Options
Acyust music and sound effects volumes independently.

Best Times
The top five racing times are saved on the VMU. Use the

Birectional Button to view the Best Cap time or Best Total time

for each track.

Eame Options
Select the number of laps to complete a race. Choose from

3, 5, or 7 laps.
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Sleds

YAMAHA 5X 5DDR YAMAHA VENTURE 5DD
ISP/CC

CYLINDERS
CDDLINB
EXHAUST
FRDNT SUSP.

SKI TYPE
REAR SUSP.

WEIBHT

494
TWIN
LIQUID

SINBLE PIPE

INDEPENDENT
TRAILINB-ARM
PLASTIC

PRDACTIDN SX-R

ZI5 KB

DI5P/CL

CYLINDERS
CDDLINB
EXHAUST
FRDNT SUSP.

SKI TYPE
REAR SUSP.

WEIBHT

494
TWIN
LIQUID

SINBLE PIPE

INDEPENDENT
TRAILINB-ARM
STEEL W/SKI SKINS

PRDACTIDN PLUS
e4B KB

YAMAHA VMAX 5DD YAMAHA PHAZER BDD
DISP/CC

CYLINDERS
CDDLINB
EXHAUST
FRDNT SUSP.

SKI TYPE
REAR SUSP.

WEIBHT

494
TWIN
LIQUID

SINBLE PIPE

INDEPENDENT
TRAILINB-ARM
STEEL W/SKI SKINS
PRDACTIDN PLUS
e^B KB

DISP/CC

CYLINDERS
CDDLINB
EXHAUST
FRDNT SUSP.

SKI TYPE
REAR SUSP.

WEIBHT

4B5
TWIN
/\XIAL FAN
SINBLE PIPE

INDEPENDENT
TRAILINB-ARM
STEEL W/SKI SKINS
PRDACTIDN PLUS
Bll KB

YAMAHA 5X BDDR YAMAHA VEMTURE BDD
DISP/CC

CYLINDERS
CDDLINB
EXHAUST
FRDNT SUSP.

SKI TYPE
REAR SUSP.

WEIBHT

593
TRIPLE

LIQUID

SINBLE PIPE

INDEPENDENT
TRAILINB-ARM
PLASTIC RDCKER
PRDACTIDN SX-R
RBD KB

DISP/CC

CYLINDERS
CDDLINB
EXHAUST
FRDNT SUSP.

SKI TYPE
REAR SUSP.

WEIBHT

593
TRIPLE

LIDUID

SINBLE PIPE

INDEPENDENT
TRAILINB-ARM
STEEL W/SKI SKINS

PRDACTIDN PLUS
B5B KB

YAMAHA VM/\X BDQ YAMAHA MDUMTAIM MAX BDD
DISP/CC

CYLINDERS
CDDLINB
EXHAUST
FRDNT SUSP.

SKI TYPE
REAR SUSP.

WEIBHT

593
TRIPLE

LIQUID

SINBLE PIPE

INDEPENDENT
TRAILINB-ARM
STEEL W/SKI SKINS

PRDACTIDN PLUS
e3D KB

DISP/CC

CYLINDERS
CDDLINB
EXHAUST
FRDNT SUSP.

SKI TYPE

REAR SUSP.

WEIBHT

593
TRIPLE
LIDUID

SINBLE PIPE

INDEPENDENT
TRAILINB-ARM
PLASTIC RDCKER
5.5 INCH WIDE
PRDACTIDN MTN
£31 KB



Sleds fcontinued]

YAIVIAHA SRX
ISP/LL
CYLINDERS
LDDLINB
EXHAUST

FRONT SUSP.

SKI TYPE
REAR SUSP.

WEIGHT

7DD
BOB
TRIPLE

LIQUID

TRIPLE PIPE

POWER VALVE
INDEPENDENT
TRAILINB-ARM
PLASTIC

PRDACTIDN SRX
237 KG

YAIVIAHA VIVIAX 700
DISP/CL

CYLINDERS
CODLING
EXHAUST
FRONT SUSP.

SKI TYPE
REAR SUSP.

WEIGHT

Bga
TRIPLE

LIQUID

SINGLE PIPE

INDEPENDENT
TRAILING-ARM
STEEL W/SKI SKINS

PRDACTIDN PLUS
23D KG

YAIVIAHA 5X 7DDR YAIVIAHA IVinUMTAIN MAX 7DD
DISP/CC

CYLINDERS
LDDLINB
EXHAUST
FRONT SUSP.

SKI TYPE
REAR SUSP.

WEIGHT

BOB
TRIPLE

LIQUID

SINGLE PIPE

INDEPENDENT
TRAILING-ARM
PLASTIC RDCKER
PRDACTIDN 5X-R

22D KG

DISP/CL

CYLINDERS
LDDLINB
EXHAUST
FRONT SUSP.

SKI TYPE

REAR SUSP.

WEIGHT

GSB
TRIPLE

LIQUID

SINGLE PIPE

INDEPENDENT
TRAILING-ARM
PLASTIC RDCKER
5.5 INCH WIDE
PRDACTIDN MTN
232 KB

Credits

The follDwing peaple contributed to the making of

Bno-Cross Championship Racing™;

LIDS Sports TBam
Project Leader Dskar Burman

Lead Programmer Fredrik Perssnn

Programmers Jimmy Nilsson

Henrik MeyEr

Additional Programmers Mikael EmtingEr
Torgil ZechEl

Lead Artist Jimmy Bustafsson

Artists Tomas Andersson
Mattias Kylen

Magnus Hollmo

FIVIV Erland Kdrner

Music & SFX Christian BJorklund

rBamcast VBrsion

Project Leader Magnus Hollmu

Lead Programmer Jimmy Nilsson

Programmer Magnus Runesson

Additiooal Programmers Henrik Meijer

Fredrik Persson

Artist Leo Martyn
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Crave Team
Senior Producer aryl Pitts

Producer Mnnica Singh

Associate Producer John Kellogg

Active Test Lead James Altenburg

Testers Beorge Bomez
Solomon Kupu
Romeo Ramirez
Mike Isles

Joo Cooperson
Paul V.

VP of Global Marketing Martin Spiess

Marketing Product Manager Mark Bersh

Sr. Marketing Services Manager Sheri Furumi

Creative Manager Ryan Villiers-Furze

Creative Assistant Ethan Malykont

Marketing Services Coordinator Yumi Saiki

Webmaster John Nord
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Special Thanks Nima Taghavi

Hally Newman
Mark Burke
The Barnes Agency
Memuvisiun
Christer Wagenius
5VEMB
Dennis Petit

Mike Furnish

Luke Wiedemann
Kenneth Petterssnn

Yamaha Corp. Japan
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Warranty and Service Information
( RAVE ENTERTAINMENT, Inc. warrants to the original purchaser of this CRAVE ENTERTAINMENT, Inc. Software product that the
1

1

iiadlum on which this computer program is recorded Is free from defects In material and workmanship for a period of ninety (3D]

days from the date of purchase. The CFIAVE ENTERTAINMENT, Inc, software program Is sold "AS IS" and without any expressed or

If I iplied lasses or damages of any kind resulting fmm use of this program.

ir the CRAVE ENTERTAINMENT. Inc. software product falls to comply with this limited warranty, CRAVE ENTERTAINMENT, Inc. agrees to

either repair or replace, at its option, free of charge, the noncomplylng Crave Entertainment, Inc. software product provided it Is

return by the original purchaser, postage paid, with proof of purchase to CRAVE ENTERTAINMENT, Inc.'s Factory Service Center.

When returning the program for warranty replacement please send the original pmduct dlsc[s] only In protective packaging and
Include; [I] a photocopy of your dated sales receipt: [5] your name and return address typed or clearly printed: [3] a brief note descdb-
Ing the defect, the problemts] you are encountering and the system on which you are running the program; [4] if you are returning

the program after the 90-day warranty period, but within one year after the date of purchase, please Include check or money order

for $15 U.S. currency per replacement. Note; Certified mail recommended.

In the U.S, send tO; Warranty Replacements
Crave Entertainment. Inc.

I3B45 Rancho Way
Rancho Oaminguez, CA 30220

Ihls warranty shall not be applicable and shall be void If the defect in the Crave Entertainment. Inc. software product has arisen

1 1 iruugh abuse, unreasonable use, mistreatment, neglect or reasonable wear and tear. IN THIS WARRANTY IS OBLIQATIDN IN LIEU OF
Al I TTHER WARRANTIES ANO NO OTHER REPRE5E^rTATiN5 DR CLAIMS OF ANY NATURE SHALL BE BINDINB ON OR OBLIGATE CRAVE
I NIERTAINMENT. INC. ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES APPLICABLE TO THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT. INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF
Ml MCHANTABILITY ANO FITNESS FOR A PARTICIPATING PURPOSE. ARE LIMITED TO THE NINETY (90) DAY PERIOD DESCRIBED ABOVE. IN NO
I VI-NT WILL CRAVE ENTERTAINMEIVT, INC. BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT. SPECIAL. INCIDENTAL OR CONSEOUEfVTIAL DAMAGES
HI SULTING FROM POSSESSION. USE OR MALFUNCTION OF THE CRAVE ENTERTAINMENT, INC, SOFTWARE PRODUCT.

Si 11

1

IB states do not allow limitations as to how long an Implied warranty lasts and/or exclusions of liability may not apply to you. This

IliiilLed warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights, which vary, from state to state.

Customer Support
You may need only simple Instructions to correct a problem with your product.

Call the Customer Service Line at 370-332-7022. 24 hours a day. 7 days a week.

If you are looking for Hints & Tips for any Crave Entertainment product, please call;

US gD0-303-44BB $0.35 U.S. dollar per minute
Canada 9D0-B77-44BB $1.50 Canadian dollar per minute

Must be IB years or have parent’s permission. Touch tone phone required.

ESRB RATING

This product has been rated by the Entertainment Software Rating Board. For information about the ESRB rating, orto comment
about the appropriateness of the rating, please contact the ESRB at 1-800-771-3772.

Suga is registered in the US Patent and Trademark Office. Sega, Dreamcast and the Dreamcest logo are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Sega Enterprises,

1 ID. All Rights Reserved. Made and printed In the USA. WARNING: Operates only with NTSC televisions and Sega Dreamcast systems purchased in North and South

America (except Argentina, Paraguay and Uruguay). Will not operate with any other televisions or Sega Dreamcast systems. Product covered under one or more of the

lollowing U.S. Patents: 5,460,374, 5,525,770; 5,827,395; 5,688,173; 4,442,486; 4,454,594; 4,462,076; Re. 35,839; Japanese Patent No.2870538, (Patents pending in U.S, and other

nlrlesj; Canada Patent No. 1,183,276. The ratings Icon Is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association. Sega of America Dreamcast, Inc, P.O. Box 7639,

Snn Francisco, CA 94120


